
Lambley Primary School WISH LIST 2017-18 

Here is our up to date list of the items we would love to purchase but presently don’t 
have the funds for. We are calling this our ‘Wish List’. These listed items are all things 
that teachers feel will improve our school and the learning experiences of our pupils. 
Present and future fundraising activities are focussed on raising funds for these items. 
We have also provided details of why these things are needed. 

MUSIC, Collective Worship & Community Events  
Our speaker and sound system is on its last legs and needs replacing. To replace it with 
a like for like model will cost  
 

 Speaker, microphone sound system - £796.00. 
 

READING- Improving Reading is a key area of school improvement work and we have 
identified that we need to do more to help pupils develop their comprehension of 
vocabulary. Expectations are much higher now for pupils than they used to be. We also 
want to promote positive attitudes to reading across school, showing that we hold it in 
high regard and helping to make it inviting. 
 

 Reading Age Assessment tools- £250.  
These are needed so we can measure the reading comprehension age of pupils 
at the start of each year and the progress they make. It also helps us to identify 
the specific support individual pupils may need.  

 Reading Corner furniture, wall art and soft furnishings- £350  
This will help to encourage positive attitudes to reading by providing an inviting 
space in every classroom where pupils can go to read.  

 Guided & Independent Reading Books- £600 (Y1-Y6).  
This will provide the identified key texts to ensure age appropriate progression 
across Key Stages 1 and 2 as outlined in the FFT Reading Framework which is 
now being followed.  
 

MATHS 
Another key area of school improvement work. Miss Hall is a Mastery Lead Teacher for 
the East Midlands and Lambley Primary School have been committed to developing 
this practice since January 2016. We want to ensure consistency in our approaches to 
the teaching of mathematics and provide in-school and school to school support for 
continued professional development. 
 

 Mastering Maths Work Books- £2015,95 -This spend will be fund matched 
because we are part of a national 2-year research project and we would like to 
make the most of this opportunity. 

 Base 10/ Diennes maths resource- £180. A practical resource to support 
teaching and learning the concepts of Place Value. 
 
 
 
 



SCIENCE 
We want to develop investigative science further so pupils have hands-on experiences 
and can develop their investigative skills. 
 

 Cost of practical resources - £600 in the first instance 
 

EYFS 
There is significant work to be done to improve our EYFS outdoor space to ensure 
pupils have access to both indoor and outdoor enabling learning environments. At 
present, some of the surfaces need updating and we want to improve the efficiency of 
the space so are approaching sponsors to support this work. Learning activities are 
observed and supported by adults and information is used to support their learning 
and make assessments which are currently recorded by hand and transferred to pupil 
Learning journey Records. We now want to explore an electronic version of this which 
parents can access from home. 
 

 Tapestry £75.00 - An online resource for EYFS where parents can access their 
learning journals from home and to ensure efficiency in adults gathering 
assessment information on a day to day basis 

 Milk Crates & large construction materials for outside EYFS- not sure of cost  

 Re-surface space and upkeep of area near mud kitchen 

 Replacing bike & scooter storage 

 Re-tarmac bike and scooter area 

 Replacing sand area 
 

WHOLE SCHOOL TEACHING & LEARNING 
 

 Twinkle School Licence - £550. An online licence to access and use electronic 
teaching and learning resources for all areas of the curriculum. 

 Cost of 16 i-pads and air server apps. i-pads/ tables for whole class sessions (1 
between 2 pupils so 16 needed) 

 

SCHOOL GROUNDS 
 
School Entrance Sign- unsure of cost. At present, visitors to school regularly get lost or 
go to the village hall entrance and can not get attention from the school office. Once in 
the grounds, it is not clear to new people where the school office is.   
 
School Entrance door- We want to improve the main school entrance to improve 
efficiency in the morning and ensure highly effective safeguarding procedures are in 
place for when visitors come to school during school hours. 
 

We are grateful to have received the following since we last shared our Wish List: 
 Sponsorship for the cost of pupil badges from David James 
 Sponsorship for Oxford reading Tree reading books for lower Key Stage 2 (£200 

from Lambley Care Village) 

 A parent has donated some high quality PE equipment 
 


